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1. Cut Evolution Projects Workflow Improvements

1.1. New mode in CarbonViewer: to show inclusions that are close to diamonds 

This mode will allow you to more effectively analyze inclusions near in the rough diamond, show distance to the diamonds and will help you to make the right choice of a final solution.

demonstration of risky zones (close to diamond) with color
the surface of the inclusions that are located outside the diamond is marked with color according to distance from diamond
inclusions inside the diamond are painted in red
the distance to the inclusions is drawn on the surface of the inclusions, so it is easy to see which parts of inclusions are close to the surface

hardly visible touch points (very close to the diamond or enter inside to diamond for 5 µm) are marked with circles



Sample Link: https://cutwise.com/projects/5f40b0a8-dcd7-4c11-b933-f6f12a87749a/solutions?activeSolutionId=61295&viewMode=VIEW_MODE_CUT_INCLUSIONS

1.2. Beta Version of the Collaboration Mode

This mode allows users from different locations to discuss the Cut Evolution Projects together to choose the final solution.

Video Tutorial:

Your browser does not support the HTML5 video element

https://files-cdn.cutwise.com/Video/sprint-demo/Coop-Mode-Eng.mp4

Sample Link: https://cutwise.com/projects/bbec9630-2015-446a-a317-355d5286b67d/solutions?activeSolutionId=31118

1.3. Comments for Projects

Now all authorized users can save messages to the projects. This messages will be saved as a discussion history.

This function works in beta testing mode with some limitations:

To access the conference, you need to log in to Cutwise. This user must have access to view the project (share access to all users that will participate in conference or make project public). 
Some delays and unstable work are possible with large number of participants at the same time.
There is no support for mobile devices.

https://cutwise.com/projects/5f40b0a8-dcd7-4c11-b933-f6f12a87749a/solutions?activeSolutionId=61295&viewMode=VIEW_MODE_CUT_INCLUSIONS
https://files-cdn.cutwise.com/Video/sprint-demo/Coop-Mode-Eng.mp4
https://cutwise.com/projects/bbec9630-2015-446a-a317-355d5286b67d/solutions?activeSolutionId=31118


2. Other Improvements. 

2.1. Merging Public Collections for LGD and Natural Diamonds

Now there is a common list of collections for all types of diamonds (LGD / Natural / Photoreal). 

Video Tutorial:

Your browser does not support the HTML5 video element
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